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Abstract. The mammography screen film system should be used as part of processing chemicals, revelation 
process, equipments and this system has have a progressive replacing by the digital technology Full Field Digital 
Mammography FFDM, Computed Radiography (CR) Mammography and hardcopy. This new acquisition 
process of medical images has improved radiology section; however it is necessary efficient means for 
evaluating of the quality parameters. It should be considered taking into account the adaptation of the existent 
equipments and that procedures adopted for the exam, as well the adaptation of the new mammography films, 
the radiologist view box constitutes a part of the quality control program. This program aims at obtaining 
radiography with good quality that allows obtaining more information for the diagnosis and decreases the patient 
dose. For evaluation the quality image, this article is focused on presenting the differences regarding the 
acquired images through simulator mammography radiographic PMMA (Poly methyl metacrylate) in CR 
Mammography system and screen film system. The tests were accomplished at the same equipment of 
Mammography with the Automatic Exposure Control using a tension of 28 kV for both systems. The quality 
tests evaluated the spatial resolution, the own structures of the phantom, artifacts, optical density and contrast 
with conventional and laser films by mammography system. The installation for the accomplishment of the test 
has a quality control program. The evaluation was based on the pattern developed by the competent organ of the 
State of Minas Gerais. In this study, it was verified that the suitable Phantom Mama used by the Brazilian School 
of Radiology for conventional mammography did not obtain satisfactory result for Spatial Resolution in the 
digital mammography system CR. The final aim of this work is to obtain parameters to characterize the reference 
phantom quality image in an objective way. These parameters will be used to compare images obtained at 
different mammography centers and also to study the temporal evolution of the image quality produced by 
determined mammography equipment. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Cancer is the second cause of death in the Brazilian female population and breast cancer is the most 
frequent neoplasm among women [1]. Mammography is an essential tool for diagnosis and early 
detection of this disease. In order to be effective, the mammography must be of good quality [1,2,3]. 
 
The Brazilian College of Radiology (CBR), the National Agency for Health Surveillance (ANVISA) 
and international bodies recommend standards of practice for mammography [2,3,4]. 

 
The analysis of the image quality obtained from a mammography phantom of reference, is one of the 
main points in a complete quality control program of a mammography equipment [5,6]. This quality 
control must analyze the functioning of each element that participates in the chain of the 
mammography image processing: X-ray equipment, radiographic films, development conditions, 
digital system etc. The good functioning result of all the process must be a mammography image with 
an appropriate quality to carry out a suitable diagnostic using the minor possible radiation dose. The 
quality of the obtained images gives a measurement of the procedure quality for its processing. 
 
The phantom Mamma has object tests specifically designed to simulate the breast typical pathologies: 
microcalcifications, fibers and masses, and it have areas for the image calibration: optical density of 
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maximum reference (corresponding to the glandular tissue), minimum (characteristic of the adipose 
tissue) and image resolution, measured as pairs of lines per millimeter. 
 
The advantages to use phantoms for the image evaluation are multiple. As it is known, the test objects 
that constitute the phantom and its distribution, we know what to search in the image, and we can also 
obtain images in non clinical conditions with superior radiation dose usually without exposing the 
patient. [7] 
 
Finally, it is possible to obtain as much phantom images as necessary to be compared among 
themselves, so it allows to study the image quality evolution carried out by a particular screen film 
(SF) and Computed Radiography System CR and Dry Films.[8] 
 

 
2. Methodology 

 

 
The tests were accomplished for evaluating the image quality on Mammography using a Siemens 
Mammography model 3000 Nova, Computerized Radiology CR model 850 Kodak, hard copy 
DryView 8900 Kodak, Min R 2000 processor films, Phantom PMMA (Phantom Mama), densitometer 
X Rite model 331 on Service of diagnosis for Image in Minas Gerais. The Mammography was 
calibrated for SF and system CR and Dry film. (FIG.1) 
 
Figure 1: Phantom Mama adopted by Brazilian College of Radiology 

 

 
 
The Phantom Mama indicated by Brazilian College of Radiology consists of three plexiglass plates of 
10 x 120 x 160 mm3 and one plexiglas plate of 20mm x 120mm x 160mm that contains a wax insert 
and a step wedge that produces five optical densities used to assess image contrast. In the wax 
insertion the following structures are embedded: four patterns of 4, 6, 8 and 12 lp/mm to evaluate 
spatial resolution, five groups of Al2O3 specks of  0.45mm, 0.35mm, 0.30mm, 0.25mm and 0.18 mm 
grain size to simulate microcalcifications, eight polyester discs of 6mm diameter and thickness ranging 
from 0.1mm to 0.8mm to simulates low contrast areas, six nylon fibers of 1cm length and 1.4mm, 
1.2mm, 0.8mm, 0.7mm, 0.6mm and 0.4mm diameter to simulate fibrils and five nylon spherical caps 
of  2.00mm, 1.5mm, 1.0mm, 0.75mm and 0.50mm height to simulate tumor-like masses (FIG.2). The 
limiting values to visualize such structures are: the mesh of 12 lp/mm, the Al2O3 speck group of 
0.25mm grain size, the 0.2mm thickness polyester disc (1.5% contrast), the nylon fiber of 0.7mm 
diameter and the 0.75mm height tumor-like mass. 
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Figure 2: Details of the Phantom Mama 
 

 
 
 
The phantom was exposed using a reference radiographic technique with automatic exposure and 28 
kV, molybdenum anode-filter combination, with grid and Kodak Min-R 2000 Analogical SF and EHR 
M2 Kodak Image Plate printed by Dryview 8900 on DVB Digital Dry film. [9]. It was used in all the 
optical density parameters the Densitometer X-Rite model 331. This study used objective and 
subjective measures to evaluate the image quality of the screen film and digital mammography system. 
The objective analysis used software to evaluate parameters of de quality image and the Fourier 
Transformed method for analyzing the spatial resolution on digital images in order to confirm the 
spatial resolution. 
 
 

3. Results and Discussion 

  

 
The image quality test included system resolution, scoring phantom images, artifacts, mean optical 
density and contrast. The visibility of phantom details has been evaluated for screen-films MIN R 
2000 and CR - DVB digital films with a view box for mammography with at least 3000 nits [4]. The 
scoring phantom images comparison of the CR Mammography with Screen-Film Mammography is 
summarized in Table 1. 
 
The initial results show that in this case the difference between Screen Film and CR system is in terms 
of exposure technique (mAs). In accordance with the manual of Phantom Mamma they should be 
detected on acquired image at least four microcalcifications group, seven disc (low contrast), five 
fibres, four masses. (Tab.1) The results showed that SF and the digital film have the same performance 
level for image quality for evaluating microcalcifications groups, discs (low contrast), fibers and 
tumor masses. In the SF system we observed four patterns with definition that represents 12 pl/mm of 
the spatial resolution. In the Digital system we observed most of three patterns that represent 8 pl/mm 
of the spatial resolution. In all acquired digital image there was not the artifact presence and SF images 
there was presence of artifact. Images were held from 1 to 5 in the analogical SF and images from 6 to 
10 for the digital system, thus was analyzed each parameters. (Tab.1) 

4 Patterns  

Contrast Scale 6 Fibers  

8 Discs (low contrast) 

5 Masses  

5 Microcalcification Groups 
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Table 1: Evaluation Analogical screen film versus digital Dry film 
 
ANALOGICAL X DIGITAL PHANTOM

Number of Exposures Mama 469 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Tension - kVp 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28
Exposure - mAs AEC 63 63 63 63 63 93 93 93 93 93

Group of Pattterns visualized 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Low Contrast visualized 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

Fibers visualized 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Tumor masses visualized 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Spatial Resolution 12 12 12 12 12 12 8 8 8 8 8

Artifact presence não Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No

Analogical SF Digital

   
 

The graph above refers to the Contrast Scale irradiated by 28kVp, compression tray in contact with 
Phantom and linked Automatic Exposure Control – AEC (FIG.3). From the reading of the Density 
Optical (DO) in the points of Contrast Scale plot, the calibration curve of the Phantom Mamma 
number 469, where the densitometer X Rite model 331 was used in order to standardize like all of the 
readings of the accomplished measures. 
 
Curve of Contrast Scale represents the position and the inclination line [Step x DO], characterizing the 
speed relative and the general contrast of the image. The curve in red represents the standard curve of 
the used Phantom Mamma. 
 
The green curve shows the answer of the analogical film MINR2000 processed by the equipment 
XOMAT MINR2000 and the blue curve represents the answer of the digital system CR850 and printer 
DV8900 using films DVB. (Fig. 3) 
 
Figure 3: Curve of Contrast Scale by Phantom Mama 
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The analyzed curves by analogical and digital images are based on the regression equation that can be 
adjusted by the following type: 
 
Optical Density = A [Step] + B     (1) 
 
Where axis X acted by the values of Step of the Phantom calibration and the axis Y is the value of 
optical density of the Phantom reference. In the equation, A represents the inclination of the contrast 
straight  line and B the associated constant, the position relative of the contrast straight line. For that 
evaluation system and acceptable a variation of it ties 10% of the standard value of A of the standard 
straight line (red), or be among the one of 0,52 and 0,64. An inclination smaller than 0,52, would 
indicate that the image produced in the service presents less contrast than the standard image. An 
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inclination whose value is 0,64 would indicate that the image produced in the service presents a 
contrast increase that can generate a level of having collapsed excessive of the image mammography. 
The analogical and digital system here appraised they found values of (0,63 and 0,57) respectively 
being both inside of the acceptable values.   
 

  
4. Conclusion 

 

This study has demonstrated close correspondence, in visual terms, between screen film and CR 
system and hard copy when used phantom Mama for evaluation image quality. It is a necessary 
standard procedure to evaluate dose, because we observed a larger dose for the digital system in this 
case and others health care establishments. 
 
The screen-film mammography with a quality control program offers a significantly spatial resolution 
and lower level of dose relative to CR mammography images printed on film. However the advantages 
of the digital systems and the reduction or elimination of undesirable artifacts on the image diagnoses, 
increase the range of latitude of the image. 
 
With these phantom it was possible to verify the parameters of quality of the image, however it is 
necessary improve the evaluation of the spatial resolution, because the phantom Mamma gets to 
evaluate 4,6,8,12 lp/mm. Usually, the systems CR and hard copy generate images with 10 lp/mm. 
 
Eventually, we may hope to perform quality assurance of this phantom for use to a digital system, 
standards can be formed using these objective parameters. 
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